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Abstract: Urban stormwater is an important environmental problem, especially for metropolitans
worldwide. The most important issue behind this problem is the need to find green infrastructure
solutions, which provide water treatment and retention. Floating treatment wetlands, which are
porous patches that continue down from the free-surface with a gap between the patch and bed,
are innovative instruments for nutrient management in lakes, ponds, and slow-flowing waters.
Suspended cylindrical vegetation patches in open channels affect the flow dramatically, which causes
a deviation from the logarithmic law. This study considered the velocity measurements along the flow
depth, at the axis of the patch, and at the near-wake region of the canopy, for different submerged
ratios with different patch porosities. The results of this experimental study provide a comprehensive
picture of the effects of different submergence ratios and different porosities on the flow field at the
near-wake region of the suspended vegetation patch. The flow field was described with velocity and
turbulence distributions along the axis of the patch, both upstream and downstream of the vegetation
patch. Mainly, it was found that suspended porous canopy patches with a certain range of densities
(SVF20 and SVF36 corresponded to a high density of patches in this study) have considerable impacts
on the flow structure, and to a lesser extent, individual patch elements also have a crucial role.
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1. Introduction

Increases in urban and agricultural development cause stormwater runoffs that contains nutrients
that can have severe effects on aquatic ecosystems and human health [1]. The use of floating treatment
wetlands (FTWs) is a new and innovative tool to remove nutrients in stormwater wet detention
ponds [2]. FTWs represent a human-made ecosystem similar to natural wetlands [3]. A typical FTW is
shown in Figure 1 [4].
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Figure 1. An example of floating treatment wetland [4]. 

Vegetation patches or layers are essential in aquatic environments in submerged, emergent, or 
suspended forms. Suspended canopies, which are the focus of this study, form on the water surface, 
with stems toward the bottom that do not touch the bottom, in contrast to submerged and emerged 
canopies that are attached to the bottom. Lemnaceae, Eich- hornia crassipes, Pistia stratiotes, Salvinia 
molesta, and Laminariales are typical examples of suspended canopies [5–7]. Lemnaceae are used 
extensively for the purpose of purifying wastewater and eutrophic water bodies [8]. Suspended 
canopies in flow have been investigated in terms of the ecological effects [9–12] and the mean velocity 
and turbulence structures of open-channel flows included in these types of canopies [6,7]. Fishing 
activities and marine navigation can be at risk because of these types of floating vegetation patches 
[8]. Bed friction has a substantial effect on the velocity and turbulence below and within floating 
vegetation patches [6,13], however, it has a small role on the flow structure inside submerged or 
emergent canopies [14–21]. Despite the increasing importance of suspended canopies, there is still a 
limited number of studies on them. Detailed flow structures in the wake regions of the suspended 
canopies should be examined to understand the transport of fluid and pollutants. 

Liu et al. [22] studied longitudinal dispersion in flow along the floating vegetation patch. They 
also indicated that a large number of studies on the longitudinal dispersion in open-channel flows 
with submerged and emergent vegetation have been presented [16,23–25]. However, there is an 
insufficient number of studies on the effects of floating vegetation patches in the literature [22]. They 
proposed a four-zone model with which they defined the velocity profile and turbulent diffusion 
coefficient profile for the four zones in their study. 

Huai et al. [7] studied the effect of suspended vegetation on velocity distribution at open-channel 
flows. They considered four different submergence ratios (hv/H = 0.125–0.5, where hv is submergence 
ratio of the suspended vegetation and H is the flow depth) with a constant density (defined as the 
canopy projected area per unit volume, a = 1.272 m−1) of the canopy in their experiments. They defined 
four parts along the flow depth with the suspended vegetation (Figure 2) and determined the velocity 
profile for every part with the solution of the momentum equation. They called Zone 1 and Zone 2 
the outer and internal vegetation layers, respectively. They explained that the drag force of vegetation 
is dominant in Zone 1 where the velocity is slow and almost constant. The velocity in this zone 
corresponds to that of the wake region in the submerged vegetated flow [7]. They defined the non-
vegetated layer with two zones: Zone 3 and Zone 4. Kelvin–Helmholtz (K–H) vortices characterize 
the middle mixing layer (tml), which is placed near the bottom of the suspended vegetation [22]. The 
K–H vortices control the vertical mass transport in the lower region of the suspended vegetation and 
in the upper part of the gap, which is the non-vegetated region of the flow [26,27]. Zone 2 corresponds 
to the penetration depth, hi, where the length of the K–H vortices penetrate the vegetation region [22]. 
The non-vegetated area in the mixing layer is defined as Zone 3, in which the thickness is tml−hi [22]. 
The resistance caused by suspended vegetation affects Zone 1, Zone 2, and Zone 3, while the friction 

Figure 1. An example of floating treatment wetland [4].

Vegetation patches or layers are essential in aquatic environments in submerged, emergent,
or suspended forms. Suspended canopies, which are the focus of this study, form on the water surface,
with stems toward the bottom that do not touch the bottom, in contrast to submerged and emerged
canopies that are attached to the bottom. Lemnaceae, Eich- hornia crassipes, Pistia stratiotes, Salvinia molesta,
and Laminariales are typical examples of suspended canopies [5–7]. Lemnaceae are used extensively
for the purpose of purifying wastewater and eutrophic water bodies [8]. Suspended canopies in flow
have been investigated in terms of the ecological effects [9–12] and the mean velocity and turbulence
structures of open-channel flows included in these types of canopies [6,7]. Fishing activities and marine
navigation can be at risk because of these types of floating vegetation patches [8]. Bed friction has a
substantial effect on the velocity and turbulence below and within floating vegetation patches [6,13],
however, it has a small role on the flow structure inside submerged or emergent canopies [14–21].
Despite the increasing importance of suspended canopies, there is still a limited number of studies on
them. Detailed flow structures in the wake regions of the suspended canopies should be examined to
understand the transport of fluid and pollutants.

Liu et al. [22] studied longitudinal dispersion in flow along the floating vegetation patch. They
also indicated that a large number of studies on the longitudinal dispersion in open-channel flows with
submerged and emergent vegetation have been presented [16,23–25]. However, there is an insufficient
number of studies on the effects of floating vegetation patches in the literature [22]. They proposed a
four-zone model with which they defined the velocity profile and turbulent diffusion coefficient profile
for the four zones in their study.

Huai et al. [7] studied the effect of suspended vegetation on velocity distribution at open-channel
flows. They considered four different submergence ratios (hv/H = 0.125–0.5, where hv is submergence
ratio of the suspended vegetation and H is the flow depth) with a constant density (defined as the
canopy projected area per unit volume, a = 1.272 m−1) of the canopy in their experiments. They defined
four parts along the flow depth with the suspended vegetation (Figure 2) and determined the velocity
profile for every part with the solution of the momentum equation. They called Zone 1 and Zone 2 the
outer and internal vegetation layers, respectively. They explained that the drag force of vegetation
is dominant in Zone 1 where the velocity is slow and almost constant. The velocity in this zone
corresponds to that of the wake region in the submerged vegetated flow [7]. They defined the
non-vegetated layer with two zones: Zone 3 and Zone 4. Kelvin–Helmholtz (K–H) vortices characterize
the middle mixing layer (tml), which is placed near the bottom of the suspended vegetation [22]. The
K–H vortices control the vertical mass transport in the lower region of the suspended vegetation and
in the upper part of the gap, which is the non-vegetated region of the flow [26,27]. Zone 2 corresponds
to the penetration depth, hi, where the length of the K–H vortices penetrate the vegetation region [22].
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The non-vegetated area in the mixing layer is defined as Zone 3, in which the thickness is tml−hi [22].
The resistance caused by suspended vegetation affects Zone 1, Zone 2, and Zone 3, while the friction
resistance of the bed affects Zone 4, as it is located close to the bed [22]. The velocity has a maximum
value at the junction of Zones 3 and 4. Liu et.al. [22] stated that because of the maximum velocity,
the Reynolds shear stress has zero value at this point where the impacts of river bed and suspended
vegetation are consistent.
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Figure 2. Schematic velocity distribution in suspended vegetated flow [22].

The wake structure downstream of a circular suspended porous obstruction, which represents a
model of a suspended vegetation patch, was investigated in this paper. The main question of this study
is how the submergence ratio affects the structure of the wake and flow close to the bed, downstream
of the suspended patch. For this purpose, the velocity measurements were performed along with the
flow depth downstream of the canopy for different submergence ratios with different patch porosities.

2. Experimental Methods

Experiments were performed in an 11 m long, 1.2 m wide, and 0.75 m deep re-circulating glass
flume with a concrete horizontal bed at the Civil Engineering Laboratory of Aydın Adnan Menderes
University (Figure 3). The suspended vegetation patch was of diameter D = 0.3 m and was formed by
rigid plastic cylinders of diameter d = 0.01 m (Figure 4). The cylinders were arrayed in a staggered
pattern (Figure 5). The suspended patch was placed at the center of the flume in the transverse
direction. The number of cylinders per unit bed area, n (IP/cm2), defines the density of the patch. Here,
IP means individual plant number per square centimeter and area is the A = πD2/4. Vegetation density
is defined as the frontal area per unit volume, given with a = nd (cm−1), and characterizes the blockage
caused by the vegetation layer [28]. The average solid volume fraction is defined with φ = nπd2/4 ≈
ad [29]. In the experiments, three different densities of the canopy patch and a solid cylinder were
used to simulate the suspended vegetation (Table 1). The Plexiglas solid cylinder was composed as a
closed cylinder with D = 30 cm to represent the suspended Solid Case (SC) in the flow area (Table 1).
Additionally, a constant mean depth-averaged velocity (Udm = 0.116 m/s) and constant flow depth (H
= 0.3 m) were considered in the experiments. Here, velocity values were integrated along the flow
depth to calculate mean depth-averaged velocity (Udm). Mean depth-averaged velocity (Udm) was
used to calculate Reynolds number (Re = UdmH/ν) and Froude Number

(
Fr = Udm/

√
gH

)
for the

non-vegetated case. Here, g is the gravitational acceleration, and ν is the kinematic viscosity. Patches
were immersed in the flow at two different heights: hv1 = 0.1 m and hv2 = 0.2 m. The cases at the
experiments are outlined in Table 1.
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Figure 4. Photos from vegetation patches for different SVFs (Solid Volume Fractions): (a) side view, 
(b) top view, (c) view from an experiment with an Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV). 

 

Figure 5. Schematic sketch of the plants of different densities; (a) ϕ = 0.05, (b) ϕ = 0.20, (c) ϕ = 0.36, (d) 
Solid Case (units are in cm). 
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In this study, x, y, and z are the longitudinal, transverse, and vertical coordinates, respectively. 
The origin of the coordinate system is at the upstream edge of the suspended vegetation for the x–y 
plane and the flume bed for the z direction (Figure 6). A 3-D Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) 
SonTek 10 MHz with a 3-D down-looking probe was used to measure three instantaneous 
components of velocity (u, v, w), corresponding to x, y, and z directions shown in Figure 6, 
respectively, during 120 s at 25 Hz. The velocity range was ±0.30 m/s, with a measured velocity 
accuracy of ±0.5%, and the sampling volume diameter was 6 mm established 0.05 m down from the 
probe in the experiments. The velocity measurements were conducted at 11 points in the x-direction 
and at eight different levels along the flow depth (Figure 6). Measurement points along the x-direction 
were chosen by moving at intervals of 15 or 30 cm upstream and downstream of the vegetation patch 
(Figure 6c). Alongside this, measurement points along the Z direction were placed at different 
intervals which correspond to Z1 = 0.5 cm, Z2 = 1.0 cm, Z3 = 1.5 cm, Z4 = 2.0 cm, Z5 = 3.0 cm, Z6 = 4.5 cm, 
Z7 = 6.0 cm, Z8 = 8.0 cm, Z9 = 11.0 cm, and Z 10 = 15.0 cm (Figure 6a,b). The ADV company suggests that 
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Solid Case (units are in cm).

Table 1. Experimental conditions.

Cases a (cm−1) φ hv/H Udm (cm/s) Re Fr

SVF5 0.06 0.05
0.33

11.6 35,000 0.07

0.67

SVF20 0.25 0.20
0.33

0.67

SVF36 0.46 0.36
0.33

0.67

Solid Case (SC) Solid 1.00
0.33

0.67

In this study, x, y, and z are the longitudinal, transverse, and vertical coordinates, respectively.
The origin of the coordinate system is at the upstream edge of the suspended vegetation for the x–y
plane and the flume bed for the z direction (Figure 6). A 3-D Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV)
SonTek 10 MHz with a 3-D down-looking probe was used to measure three instantaneous components
of velocity (u, v, w), corresponding to x, y, and z directions shown in Figure 6, respectively, during
120 s at 25 Hz. The velocity range was ±0.30 m/s, with a measured velocity accuracy of ±0.5%, and the
sampling volume diameter was 6 mm established 0.05 m down from the probe in the experiments.
The velocity measurements were conducted at 11 points in the x-direction and at eight different levels
along the flow depth (Figure 6). Measurement points along the x-direction were chosen by moving
at intervals of 15 or 30 cm upstream and downstream of the vegetation patch (Figure 6c). Alongside
this, measurement points along the Z direction were placed at different intervals which correspond to
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Z1 = 0.5 cm, Z2 = 1.0 cm, Z3 = 1.5 cm, Z4 = 2.0 cm, Z5 = 3.0 cm, Z6 = 4.5 cm, Z7 = 6.0 cm, Z8 = 8.0 cm,
Z9 = 11.0 cm, and Z 10 = 15.0 cm (Figure 6a,b). The ADV company suggests that a 15 db signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) and a correlation coefficient larger than 70% for high-resolution measurements [30]. For this
reason, conditions where SNR <15 db and the correlation coefficient <70% are used to remove the
low-quality samples in the measured data.
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3. Results and Discussion

The longitudinal profiles of streamwise averaged velocity, U, for various different densities of
patches at mid-depth (z/H = 0.5), for hv/H = 0.67, and hv/H = 0.33, are presented in Figure 7. Here, the
vegetated part (VP) corresponds to the suspended vegetation canopy and the mid-depth corresponds
to beneath the patch for hv/H = 0.33. The diversion of flow begins almost one diameter upstream of the
patch, which is consistent with Rominger and Nepf’s [31] results (Figure 7a). There is a recirculation
zone (U < 0) downstream of the flow, which extends to 1.5 D and 2 D distance from the edge of the
patch for SVF20 and SVF36, respectively (Figure 7a). As the density increases, the recirculation zone
moves downstream and the magnitude of negative streamwise velocity increases. Moreover, there is no
recirculation zone for the lowest density (SVF5). Zong and Nepf [29] found that there is a recirculation
region in the wakes behind denser patches (φ = 0.10), but absent in the wakes of sparser patches
(φ = 0.03). This result is consistent with our results. A steady wake region was observed downstream
of the patch, close to the patch for SVF5, which is not present at higher SVFs in this study. Here, steady
wake corresponds to 2 D distance beyond the end of the patch, where U velocity is almost constant.
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Zong and Nepf [29] mentioned that the wake can never perfectly recover since the drag-induced
momentum deficit should be constant downstream of the obstruction. They further pointed out that
the total length of the wake, L, is defined as the distance from the downstream end of the patch to a
point where the velocity recovery rate is induced to (∂(U/Udm)/∂(x/D) < 0.1). The total length of the
wake (L) is almost 3 D at mid-depth for the solid body and for ReD = 3.5 × 104 (Figure 7a). This value
is consistent with Zong and Nepf’s [29] results, in which L = 3 D and L = 3.3 D for ReD = 2.2 × 104

and ReD = 4.1 × 104, respectively, in their study. Cantwell and Coles [32] also defined L = 2.5 D for a
cylinder wake at ReD = 1.4 × 105 in their study. The recovery region extends to 5 D beyond the end of
the patch in our study. Another noteworthy situation is that U increases rapidly to Udm at the highest
density (SVF36) compared to the lower densities (SVF5 and SVF20) (Figure 7a).

Considering the lower depth ratio (h/H = 0.33), there is almost no effect of the patch beneath the
patch at mid-depth for the solid body and lowest SVF (Figure 7b). However, suspended vegetation still
affects the flow beneath the patch for a higher density of patches (SVF20 and SVF36). The obstruction
effect on the flow is higher at the highest patch density (SVF36).

Longitudinal profiles of time-averaged transversal velocity, V, for different densities of patches
and depth ratios at mid-depth were also examined (Figure 8). A suspended vegetation patch does
not have a significant effect on transversal velocity beneath the patch for a low solid volume fraction
(SVF5) at a lower depth ratio (hv/H = 0.33) (Figure 8a). As the suspended canopy become denser,
the magnitude of the transversal velocity increases downstream until 2 D distance from the end of the
patch for a lower depth ratio (hv/H = 0.33). Similar to a lower depth ratio, there is almost no effect on
transversal velocity downstream of the patch for low solid volume fractions at higher depth ratios
(hv/H = 0.67) (Figure 8a). There is diverging flow (V > 0) downstream of the patch which extends
until 5 D distance for SVF20, 3 D distance for SVF36, and 1 D distance for the Solid Case. The position
of diverging flow occurs closer to the patch with the increasing SVF. Transversal velocity varies around
zero beyond the point where the diverging of the flow ends.
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Figure 9 shows the vertical profiles of the normalized velocity U/Udm at different upstream and
downstream positions (x’/D) for hv/H = 0.67. Here, x’ refers to the distance from the patch edge and NV
and NVlog correspond to the normalized velocity (U/Udm) distribution and normalized logarithmic
velocity (Ulog/Udm) distribution, respectively, at non-vegetated flow conditions. You can find detailed
information about the calculation of Ulog from Yılmazer et al. [17]. A combination of a channel bed
and suspended patch causes maximum velocity at the gap, with a flow similar to a wall jet beneath
the vegetation patch. Here, the layer between the bed and the maximum velocity point is called the
inner layer, where wall shear is effective; the area above the point of the maximum velocity is called
the outer layer, where patch shear is effective. Flow has a maximum velocity of almost 1.45–1.5 Udm
beneath the patch and downstream for higher densities of patches (SVF20 and SVF36). Comparatively,
the maximum velocity for the lowest density of patches (SVF5) is around 1.3 Udm, which is similar to
the Solid Case. It can be concluded that there is a suspended patch effect that increases the velocity
beneath the suspended patch for a certain range of SVF, which corresponds to high densities of patches.
Another important point is the placing of the maximum velocity, which is z/H � 0.15 for SVF20 and
SVF36, and z/H � 0.3 for SVF5 and the Solid Case. Inner layer thickness decreases with the increasing
SVFs. The placement and the magnitude of the maximum velocity at the gap region shows similar
behavior at SVF5 and the Solid Cases, which is similar for higher densities (SVF20 and SVF36). It can
be concluded that the individual patch elements have an important role for lower densities, which is
SVF5 in this study. U velocity has negative values downstream of the patch for the densities SVF20
and SVF36, and its value increases with increasing patch density at the near-wake region (~x’/D ≤
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1.5 D). There is no reversed flow region for the lowest density patch (SVF5) and solid patch. Moreover,
the flow behavior at the Solid Case is similar to the lower densities of the patch, e.g., SVF5. Maximum
velocity value bigger than Udm is present along x’ < 3 D, downstream of the gap region, which also
corresponds to the distance where flow behavior is similar to wall jet flow.
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The vertical profiles of U velocity for different densities of patches are shown in Figure 10 for
hv/H = 0.33. Velocity distribution and flow behavior deviate at x’ = 0.5 D distance downstream of the
patch, and is totally different in the case of a higher submergence ratio. The patch does not have a big
effect on the flow structure along with the entire flow depth for this submergence ratio. The behavior
of the velocity distribution for SVF20 and SVF36 is similar, as is the case for SVF5 and the solid patch.
Flow has a maximum velocity of almost ~1.25 Udm for higher densities (SVF20 and SVF36) and around
~1.1 Udm for the lowest density (SVF5) and Solid Case. This result shows us that it is still possible to see
the effect of density for high densities (SVF20 and SVF36 in this study) downstream of the gap region
for lower submergence ratios. Downstream of the gap region, a maximum velocity value bigger than
Udm is present along x’ < 3 D for SVF36 and SC, and x’ < 5 D for SVF5 and SVF20. It can be concluded
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that a high density of the submerged vegetation patches still has an influence on the flow structure
beneath the patch, even at low submergence ratios.Water 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 15 
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Longitudinal profiles of urms/Udm and vrms/Udm for different densities of patches at different
depths (z/H = 0.2 and z/H = 0.5) along the streamwise direction for hv/H = 0.67 are shown in Figure 11.
Here, z/H = 0.2 corresponds to the gap region and z/H = 0.5 corresponds to the upstream and
downstream parts of the patch. First of all, velocity fluctuations are higher upstream of the gap region
than upstream of the patch for all cases. Moreover, there is a peak at x’= –0.5 D upstream of the
gap region that is not present upstream of the patch. This shows us that the effect of a submerged
obstruction starts in the upstream section, below the obstruction. Turbulence starts with a decaying
trend downstream, and then it starts to increase for SVF5 and SVF20 cases at both levels. Specifically,
the shear layer caused by the patch increases the turbulence level beneath the patch. Turbulence shows
a decaying trend for SVF36, which is the highest density of patches, and the values of turbulence
become closer at x’ = 3 D distance for different depths (z/H = 0.2 and z/H = 0.5). This shows us that the
individual stem turbulence is not significant for the highest patch density (SVF36), but is significant at
lower patch densities (SVF5 and SVF20). Individual cylinders cause small-scale turbulence, which
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results in a higher turbulence region behind the patch. The turbulence level has the highest value,
especially for SVF20, in the near-wake region of the patch in this study. This is because of the
significance of the individual cylinders for the patch intensity.
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Comparing the cases of SVF20 and SVF36, the turbulence level decreases with increasing patch
density (SVF36) to a level close to that of the solid body at mid-depth. This shows that the suspended
patch with the highest porosity patch (SVF36) behaves like a solid body. The turbulence level is higher
downstream of the solid body than it is downstream of the gap region along x’ = 2 D distance, beyond
which point it is reversed (Figure 11d). After this point, the magnitude of the turbulence is similar for
the highest density (SVF36) of patches and the solid body at mid-depth. However, the magnitude of
the turbulence is higher for the solid body than the highest density (SVF36) of patches in the recovery
region. This may occur because of the wake region behind the solid body. There is only one point,
which is the closest point to the patch, (x = 0.5 D) downstream of the highest density patch (SVF36),
where turbulence is higher than the solid body at mid-depth. This point corresponds to the wake
region of the individual stem of the highest density patch. This shows us that the highest density
patches behave like a solid body at the wake region, with the exception of very close to the patch
(x ≤ 0.5D).

Figure 12a shows the spectral density variation of transverse velocity with frequency for Case
SVF5 and the Solid Case. The eddy dominant frequency corresponds to the peak velocity spectra
Svvpeak. Case SVF5 and the Solid Case are discussed as representative examples and for the comparison
of the canopy and Solid Cases (Figure 12). The dimensionless Strouhal number (St = fL/Udm) defines
the relationship between the characteristic length of a vortex and the frequency. Here, f is the
vortex shedding frequency (dominant frequency), L is the characteristic vortex length, and Udm is the
characteristic flow velocity. St is almost constant around St = 0.2 within a wide range of Reynolds
numbers, between Re = 250 to 2 × 105 for flows passing a cylinder [33]. Zhao and Huai [34] assumed
that this can also be used for the bundle of cylinders in their study. Therefore, we considered St = 0.2
for both Case SVF5 and the Solid Case. For Case SVF5 (x’/D = 0.5 and z/H = 0.5), the vortex shedding
frequency is f = 0.08 Hz (Figure 12a) and the characteristic velocity Udm is approximately 0.116 m/s.
The characteristic vortex length L is almost 0.293 m, which is almost equal to the diameter of the patch
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(D = 0.3 m). For the Solid Case (x/D = 0.5 and z/H = 0.5), the vortex shedding frequency is f = 0.11 Hz
(Figure 12a) and the characteristic velocity Udm is almost 0.116 m/s. The characteristic vortex length L
is almost 0.211 m, which is smaller than the canopy diameter. When the magnitude of the peaks in
Svv is compared, it is clear that the turbulence intensity of the wake-scale vortices is greater for the
solid body than for the patch, which is consistent with Zong and Nepf’s [29] results. This magnitude
difference becomes smaller moving further downstream of the patch.
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and Solid Case.

Figure 12b shows the change in longitudinal velocity spectral density with frequency for Case
SVF5 and the Solid Case. When the frequency exceeds 0.16 Hz for the Solid Case and 0.04 Hz for SVF5,
the linear decrease of spectral densities is in agreement with the Kolmogorov line, with a slope of −5/3,
as shown in Figure 12b.

Channel blockage D/B = 0.25 (Figure 3) in this study may have some effect on the vortex shedding
frequency in our study. Chen et al. [35] and Coutanceau and Bouard [36] stated that both Rec and the
Strouhal number (StD = f D/Udm) increase with increasing channel blockage. Here, Rec is the critical
Reynolds number at which unbounded steady flow past a circular cylinder becomes unstable. Sahin
and Owens [37] found that Rec and StD were 285 and 0.44, respectively, for a blockage of 0.64. Zong
and Nepf [29] considered D/B = 0.10, 0.18, and 0.35 for the emergent patch in their study and showed
that ReD (=UdmD/ν) is O (104), which is within the turbulent wake regime. In our study, ReD is O (105),
which is the within the turbulent wake regime. As a result, the channel blockage might have some
effects on the vortex shedding frequency in our study.

Rominger and Nepf [31] defined deceleration through a long porous patch where length is much
larger than width. They mentioned that the velocity at the centerline starts to decline from some
distance upstream of the patch, which was also observed in this study (Figure 7a), and that the
deceleration continues into the patch over a length xD, after which the flow reaches a steady velocity,
U0—the final interior velocity. Rominger and Nepf [31] obtained that the interior adjustment length
(xD) and the final interior velocity (U0) depend on the dimensionless parameter, CDaD, which is called
the patch flow-blockage. Here, CD is the drag coefficient for the cylinders within the patch.

A low blockage effect is present for CDaD < 4, where interior velocity is driven by turbulent stress;
while in a high blockage effect, when CDaD > 4, interior velocity is driven by a pressure gradient [29,31].
In our study, CDaD = 1.8 for φ = 0.05 (SVF5), CDaD = 7.5 for φ = 0.20 (SVF20), and CDaD = 13.8
for φ = 0.36 (SVF36), where CD = 1 for simplicity, as Zong and Nepf [29] considered in their study.
There is a low blockage regime for the case φ = 0.05 < 0.1 and at this regime xD ~ 2 (CDa)−1 [31] and
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xD = 33.33 cm in this study. Here, CDa is the canopy drag length scale, which is the length scale of flow
deceleration associated with canopy drag. There is high blockage regime for the cases φ = 0.20 > 0.1
and φ = 0.36 > 0.1, which is consistent with Zong and Nepf’s [29] experimental conditions. In these
cases, the interior adjustment length xD ~D = 30 cm and diameter of the canopy patch provide us this
length. As such, velocity just downstream of the patch is expected to be equal to the interior velocity
for these cases.

4. Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to answer how the submergence ratio and density of vegetation
patches affects the flow structure along the axis of the patch, downstream of the suspended cylindrical
vegetation patch. For this purpose, the velocity measurements with ADV (Acoustic Doppler
Velocimeter) were performed along the flow depth at the axis of the patch along different longitudinal
distances downstream of the suspended patch for different submergence ratios (hv1/H = −0.33 and
hv2/H = 0.67) and different patch porosities (φ1 = 0.05, SVF5; φ2 = 0.20, SVF20; φ3 = 0.36, SVF36;
φ4 = 1.00, Solid Case).

It was found that there is a recirculation zone behind the obstruction, which is strongest for the
highest density (SVF36) patch, while there is no recirculation zone for the lowest density (SVF5). It was
also shown that U velocity increases more rapidly to the Udm value at the highest density (SVF36)
compared to the lower densities (SVF5 and SVF20). Moreover, a steady wake region was observed
downstream of the patch for SVF5, which is not present at higher SVFs.

The flow becomes stronger downstream of the gap region with increasing submergence ratio and
flow behavior becomes similar to wall jet flow. It was found that SVF has an important impact on this
flow structure in terms of the magnitude and the placement of the maximum velocity.

The patch with the lower depth ratio (hv/H = 0.33) affected the flow slightly downstream for the
solid body and lowest SVF. However, suspended vegetation still affects the flow downstream of the
gap region for a higher density of patches (SVF20 and SVF36) and it is concluded that high densities of
submerged vegetation patches still have an influence on the flow structure downstream of the gap,
even at low submergence ratios.

It was found that suspended vegetation patches do not have a significant effect on transversal
velocity downstream of the patch for a low solid volume fraction (SVF5) at both depth ratios. As the
suspended canopy becomes denser, the magnitude of transversal velocity increases, and the placement
of diverging flow occurs closer to the patch, in the downstream section, with increasing SVF.

The effect of suspended vegetation on turbulence starts in the upstream section and causes a
peak upstream of the gap region. It was found that the shear layer caused by the patch increases
the turbulence level beneath the patch. It was also found that the individual stem turbulence is not
significant for the highest patch density (SVF36), whereas it is significant at lower patch densities
(SVF5 and SVF20). Individual cylinders cause the small-scale turbulence, which results in a higher
turbulence region behind the patch. Moreover, the turbulence level decreases with increasing patch
density (SVF36) and this turbulence level is close to the turbulence level for the solid body at mid-depth.
This means that the suspended patch with the highest porosity patch (SVF36) behaves like a solid body
in terms of turbulence and structure of the flow.
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